Thanks to the individual and collective work of our amazing team and our transformational partners like you, 2019 stands as a high watermark in our 108-year history. We have seen the needle move for the children of Mississippi in nearly every metric that matters. While the outcomes are important for us to measure, we are ever mindful that each number represents an individual, a family and a life that has been changed. In short, transforming the lives of our children and families is why we do what we do. This is why we begin each meeting across the organization with a Mission Moment to remind us how we are achieving our mission every day. The quantitative and qualitative outputs that follow provide examples of how Canopy is helping children thrive and families overcome extraordinary challenges.

**Quantitatively, Canopy:**
- Served more children and families than any year in our history, reaching more than 5,400 children.
- Diverted over 700 children from entering state custody. Canopy had a 95% success rate of keeping families safely together.
- Delivered over 20,000 hours compared to 8,000 in 2018 of Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) therapy to children on the autism spectrum.
- Conducted 716 forensic interviews and connected 449 kids to mental health services, compared to 625 interviews in 2018 with 258 referrals.
- Increased those served in outpatient counseling from 2,022 in 2018 to 2,260.
- Grew our community-based Mississippi Youth Programs Around the Clock (MYPAC) services from 432 to 454.

**Qualitatively, Canopy:**
- Created a premier event to prioritize children’s mental health with our inaugural Butterfly Ball.
- Provided key leadership to pass the nation’s first tax credit bill focused on foster care.
- Secured transformational partnerships with key businesses around the state through the tax credit opportunity.
- Strengthened our partnership with Microsoft by engaging in additional “Charity of Choice” events, scheduled visits with their U.S. President and Chief Accessibility Officer, and advanced proof of concept technology to transform work in autism in Mississippi and around the world.
- Established our Diversity and Inclusion Council and created the Council’s mission and vision.
- Reduced overhead and increased productivity and communication by implementing mobile connectivity technology solutions across the state.

Canopy Children’s Solutions has been privileged to serve children and families for over 100 years, continuously evolving to meet the most vexing challenges facing our state with innovative solutions and compassionate care. Like a beautiful tapestry, our compassionate team is working with children and families across Mississippi, weaving together stories of hope and healing. Because of you, we are turning crisis moments into Mission Moments—helping families walk through dark and hopeless seasons and step into the light and hope of what lies ahead—thank you!

The foundation that was laid in 2019 helped to equip us to transition our solutions in a way that is allowing us to continue driving our mission in 2020. Despite any challenges laid before us, we will continue to commit ourselves to serving the needs of our children and families while working collaboratively with our partners to provide innovative care via best practices throughout Mississippi and beyond.

We are humbled to partner with you in this amazing work!

John D. Damon, Ph.D.  
Chief Executive Officer  
Dorian Turner  
Board President
2019 Canopy Children’s Solutions Impact

The Children We Serve

Invested In Technology - increased mobility to allow for more efficient solutions for children & families statewide

Client Racial Demographics

Client Age Groups

Concentration of Services

5,423 Lives Transformed In 2019

Behavioral Health Solutions
Behavioral Health Clinics ...................... 2,260
CARES Center ........................................ 200
Early Intervention Autism Clinics ........... 49
MYPAC..................................................... 454

Educational Solutions
CARES School Hattiesburg .................... 89
CARES School Jackson ......................... 284*

Social Service Solutions
in-CIRCLE .............................................. 1,328
South MS Child Advocacy Center ............ 875
Therapeutic Foster Care ................................ 13
Warren County Children’s Shelter ............. 71

*Includes CARES School Jackson & CARES Center’s clients

589 more children served in 2019

Male/Female

51% Male

49% Female

African-American 32%

Caucasian 47%

Other/Not Specified 21%

53%

41%

7%

Behavioral Health Solutions

Social Service Solutions

Educational Solutions

12%

INCREASE

53%

41%

7%

13-19 years 38%

6-12 years 47%

0-5 years 15%

53%

41%

7%

INCREASE
Behavioral Health
2,260 Children worked through their mental health challenges with a licensed counselor.

Educational
373 Children received specialized educational services through CARES*.
*Includes CARES Schools & CARES Center’s clients.

Social Services
Preserving Families by serving 565 families through NEW TEAMS in HIGH NEED AREAS through in-CIRCLE.

20,462 Hours of applied behavior analysis early-intervention therapy provided to children on the autism spectrum.

70% of Children needing intensive psychiatric solutions were able to receive proper care in their homes.

3,762 children received community based mental health services and remained in-home with their families.

40% Increase in students enrolled in autism classrooms in CARES School Hattiesburg.

71 Homeless or runaway children found refuge in one of our shelter.

36 school districts served by CARES Schools in Mississippi.

95% of children safely maintained or reunified with their families.

Impacting 1000s of at-risk children.

31% INCREASE in children served at Warren County Children’s Shelter.

875 Victims of violent crimes found comfort and resources at our child advocacy centers.

13 Children were placed with a therapeutic foster family.
Zion saw how untreated mental health destroyed her family. As a young child, she had a wonderful life, a mom who had a good job, showed her with love and attention and encouraged her emotional and developmental growth. However, after her younger brother was born, she saw a decline in her mother’s mental health and physical well-being that ultimately led to Zion and her brother being placed into foster care.

“It was hard knowing the beautiful childhood that I had and seeing it washed away,” said Zion. “I became the ‘mom’ in the situation, caring for my mom, my little brother and helping care for my great grandmother. My mom lost her job and became unpredictable, paranoid and sometimes very violent. Most of the time, we didn’t even have the basic necessities we needed.

“At 12 years old, a lot was put on me. I didn’t understand about mental health and schizophrenia or how leaving this illness untreated could truly rob you of your life. The only thing left that I could control was my studies. It was my release and eventually my way out. I poured everything I had into it, but I was still struggling. I was grateful when I was connected with Canopy because before then I didn’t have a therapeutic outlet. That changed everything and they helped me focus on my future rather than my past.”

Zion’s experience in Canopy’s in-CIRCLE and MYPAC solutions allowed her to process her anger and frustration and come to a place of acceptance. She graduated second in her high school class and was offered a scholarship to Xavier University where she now studies pre-med psychology. She remains in close contact with many of Canopy’s staff who she attributes to helping her shed the “anchor” of resentment that was weighing her down. Zion aspires to become a psychiatrist working with both adults like her mom, and helping children cope with the struggles of mental health.

“It was hard knowing the beautiful childhood that I had and seeing it washed away.”
It was hard knowing the beautiful childhood that I had and seeing it wash away.
2019 Canopy at a Glance

Licensed, Certified, and Accredited by
- Guidestar Platinum Seal of Transparency
- The Joint Commission
- Mississippi Department of Child Protection Services
- Mississippi Department of Education
- Mississippi Department of Health
- Mississippi Department of Mental Health
- Mississippi Division of Medicaid

Primary Funding Sources include
- Corporate and Foundation Grants
- Private & Corporate Donations
- County Boards of Supervisors
- Department of Health and Human Services
- Mississippi Department of Education
- Mississippi Department of Human Services
- Mississippi Department of Mental Health
- Mississippi Department of Public Safety
- Mississippi Development Authority
- Mississippi Division of Medicaid

Including:
1 Administrative Office
2 CARES Schools*
1 Center of Excellence*
2 Child Advocacy Centers
9 Community Offices
1 Early Intervention Autism Clinic*
1 Emergency Shelter
1 Residential Facility

*Canopy provides autism solutions in our Center of Excellence (Jackson), in our Early Intervention Autism Clinic (Hattiesburg) and in our CARES Schools (Hattiesburg, Jackson).

438 Employees
18 Statewide Locations

$31.15M—economic impact
$23.7M—salaries/taxes
$450K—property rent/taxes
$7M—vendor payments
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Through our behavioral health solutions, children are able to find the help they need to thrive in their homes and communities. Canopy provides solutions for a wide variety of childhood behavioral issues through our continuum of care.

**THE CENTER OF EXCELLENCE**
Canopy’s Center of Excellence utilizes the integration of services between the Centers for Behavior Health Solutions and Autism Solutions. Clients can receive Applied Behavior Analysis therapy, outpatient therapy, psychiatric care and evaluations, medication management, and telehealth solutions within one location. The Center provides quicker access to care for clients and lessens the burden on families needing multiple services. (Jackson)

**AUTISM SOLUTIONS**
- **The Early Intervention Autism Clinics** utilize Applied Behavior Analysis for children ages 18 months to eight years old diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder. (Hattiesburg, Jackson)
- **CARES Schools** offer specialized classrooms for children on the autism spectrum. (Hattiesburg, Jackson)

**BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CLINICS** serve children and youth ages five up to age 21 years old providing access to evaluations, individual and family therapy, crisis prevention, medication management and psychiatric services. (Gulfport, Hattiesburg, Jackson)

**CARES CENTER** is a private, non-profit psychiatric residential treatment facility for children and adolescents with severe emotional and/or behavioral disturbances. (Jackson)

**MISSISSIPPI YOUTH PROGRAMS AROUND THE CLOCK (MYPAC)** provides an in-home, community-based alternative to psychiatric residential treatment for youth with serious emotional challenges. (Statewide)

**THERAPEUTIC DAY TREATMENT** provides intensive after-school therapy for children not thriving in school due to behavioral or emotional problems. (Clinton, Jackson)
“The South Mississippi Child Advocacy Center plays a huge role in the investigative process of child abuse cases here on the Coast. We attribute a significant amount of our success to the work they do early on in conducting forensic interviews and providing invaluable services to the victims in the aftermath of their victimization,” said Joel Smith, District Attorney for Harrison, Hancock and Stone counties.
Canopy’s social service solutions are tailored to the individual needs of the child and family. For some children, this means placing them in a nurturing environment through foster care, adoption, or temporary residence in our crisis shelter, while others are provided with the tools needed to thrive within their current environments.

**ADOPTION AND MATERNITY SERVICES**
Trained and licensed staff help parents navigate numerous options available to adoptive parents including home studies, post-placement supervision and emotional support throughout the adoption process. (Statewide)

**in-CIRCLE INTENSIVE IN-HOME SERVICES**
A comprehensive home and community-based family preservation, reunification and support service for children. (Statewide)

**LINK**
Connects families to Family Navigators to identify potential stressors, connect with resources as well as implement education on teen pregnancy prevention, substance abuse, parenting skills and family stability. LINK provides support and training to help navigate families toward success. LINK is funded by a grant through the Mississippi Department of Human Services. (Greenville, Gulfport, Hattiesburg, Jackson, Meridian, Olive Branch)

**SOUTH MISSISSIPPI CHILD ADVOCACY CENTERS**
Provides forensic interviews and healing services for children involved in allegations of physical or sexual abuse, neglect, or who may have witnessed a violent crime. (Gulfport, Pascagoula)

**THERAPEUTIC FOSTER CARE**
Recruits and trains families to provide homes for children with emotional disturbances. (South Central Mississippi/ Hattiesburg)

**WARREN COUNTY CHILDREN’S SHELTER**
A co-educational diagnostic and evaluation shelter providing 24-hour emergency shelter and social services for abused, neglected, runaway, and homeless children. The shelter provides housing, medical care, educational services, food, and clothing while delivering therapeutic solutions for the emotional needs of the children in our care. (Vicksburg)
Educational Solutions

Canopy uses a multi-disciplinary strengths-based approach to support the emotional, behavioral and educational needs of each student.

CARES Schools are accredited, non-public schools designed to meet the educational and behavioral needs of students whose challenges prohibit enrollment in a public school setting. Each school delivers an individualized plan based on the grade-level and personal needs of each student utilizing educational and therapeutic approaches. Each classroom is equipped with a licensed teacher and a behavioral therapist.

Canopy’s autism classrooms provide children on the spectrum with small classroom sizes that deliver education and therapy in a single location. (Hattiesburg, Jackson)

“At the CARES School, we start preparing for the student to transition back to their home school even before they are admitted to CARES School. Prior to admission, we set up a plan with the student, the parents, and their school so we know exactly what behaviors and skills we need to focus on to get the student back in their public school as soon as possible.” - Robin Davis, Ph.D., Principal, CARES School Hattiesburg
2019 Consolidated Statement of Activities*

Expenses - Charitable Purposes

Total Revenue .............................................. 34,209,746
Total Expenses ........................................... 32,036,265
Program Service Expenses ....................... 28,817,840
Fundraising Expenses ................................. 638,162
Administrative Expenses ......................... 976,864
Other Expenses ........................................... 1,603,399

Changes in Net Assets without Donor Restrictions ........................................... 2,173,481
Total end of year net assets ...................... 15,761,946

Expenses - Operations

Salaries ...................................................... 19,537,514
Payroll Taxes and Benefits ......................... 3,649,113
Professional Fees ....................................... 2,370,441
Program Supplies .......................... 994,053
Other Operating Expense ...................... 1,098,594
Travel and Auto Expense ....................... 1,006,955
Occupancy ................................................. 1,444,721
Equipment Rental and Maintenance ......... 141,750
Insurance ..................................................... 352,753
Bad Debt Expense ..................................... 151,290
Depreciation .............................................. 1,289,081

Total Expenses-Operations .......................... 32,036,265
Changes In Net Assets Without Donor Restrictions .................. 2,173,481

Support and Revenue - Operations

Fees and Grants from Government Agencies ........................................... 28,833,701
Program Fees .............................................. 1,444,905
Contributions and Special Events .............. 3,472,125
Net Assets Released From Restrictions ....... 54,000
Other ......................................................... 98,035
Investments and Rental Income .................. 306,980

Total Support & Revenue without Donor Restrictions ........... 34,209,746

Expenses for Charitable Purposes • 90%
Fundraising and Administrative Expenses • 10%

Support and Revenue - Operations

Fees and Grants from Government Agencies • 84.29%
Contributions and Special Events • 10.15%
Program Fees and Local Grants • 4.21%
Rental Income • 0.74%
Other • 0.29%
Net Assets Released from Restrictions • 0.16%
Interest and Dividends • 0.16%

*Year ended December 31, 2019, excerpt from audit.
2019 Butterfly Ball Sets the Stage for a Transformative Evening for Children’s Mental Health

Canopy Children’s Solutions, alongside Trustmark, proudly presented the 2019 inaugural Butterfly Ball benefit gala. This event was the first of its kind in the state specifically designed to raise much-needed funds and awareness for children’s mental health.

“When I think of what Canopy has done in our 108-year history, I think of the thousands of lives that would look so different had it not been for the solutions pioneered at Canopy when children’s and families’ needs were going unmet,” said Canopy CEO John D. Damon, Ph.D. “As excited and proud as I am of our history, families still need us, and continue to need us in new ways. I think about what we can do for children to help them thrive and overcome their circumstances with the resources and partnerships for innovation. Thanks to opportunities to support mental health like the Butterfly Ball, Canopy’s innovations can become reality and the possibilities are endless.”

Canopy’s 2019 Chrysalis Award was presented to Trustmark. Chrysalis Awards are presented to individuals and organizations whose work and service have created a tangible impact on the welfare of Mississippi children. Celebrity emcees for the evening were the esteemed Elise Jordan, well-known political analyst with MSNBC, and nationally acclaimed cartoonist and media host Marshall Ramsey.

Butterfly Ball Steering Committee:
Rochelle Hicks, Ball Chair
Jia Scott, Ball Co-Chair
Kristen Blackard, Decorations Chair
Lorraine Boykin, Decorations Co-Chair
Clare Dowe, Live Auction Chair
Lori Quarles, Live Auction Co-Chair
Bethany Johnson, Promotions Chair
Cathy Joyner Roberts, Promotions Co-Chair
Kacey Matthews, Silent Auction Chair
Melanie Schade, Silent Auction Co-Chair
Heather White, Staging Chair
Suzanne Sones, Staging Co-Chair
5K4Kids Helped Canopy Kick-Off Children’s Mental Health Awareness Month

Canopy kicked off Children’s Mental Health Awareness Month with the 3rd annual 5K4Kids, presented by Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Company and Southern Farm Bureau Casualty Insurance Company. The family-friendly event included over 150 racers who participated in either a 5K run or walk. Awards were presented to the overall male and female 5K winners, along with age category winners and the top fundraising team. Each child participant received a medal. There was a 5K4Kids Fun Zone with jump houses and games as well as activities sponsored by Parents & Kids Magazine.

6th Annual Children’s Mental Health Summit Brought Mental Health Leaders Together

The Sixth Annual Children’s Mental Health Summit, hosted by Canopy Children’s Solutions and presented by the Mississippi Department of Mental Health, was the highlight of the 2019 Children’s Mental Health Week. The theme for the event was Speak Up! Speak Out! Erasing the Stigma of Mental Health. This two-day event covered various topics that affect Mississippi families and children. In 2019, 250 attendees and 23 sponsors brought the conversation of children’s mental health to the forefront.
2019 Transformational Partners

Thank you to our transformational partners who believe in Canopy’s mission. Through their support, Canopy is able to champion the cause of caring for some of Mississippi’s most vulnerable children and families.

($100,000 and above)

BancorpSouth • Cal-Maine Foods, Inc. • Chuck’s Flying Service LLC • Ergon Foundation, Inc.
Golding Barge Line, Inc. • Mississippi Farm Bureau Casualty Insurance Company
Regions Foundation • Southern Farm Bureau Casualty Insurance Co.
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Co. • TEC • Trustmark • Ware Foundation
Warren County Board of Supervisors

($50,000 - $99,999)

AmFed National Insurance Company • Mimi and Rick Bradley • Larry and Michael Johnson Family Foundation
Morgan White Group • The Neighbor’s Keeper Advised Fund of the Community Foundation of Middle Tennessee
Simmons Erosion Control, Inc.

($10,000 - $49,999)

10 Point Enterprises, LLC • BankFirst Capital Corporation • BankPlus • Amelie and John Black • Boolos + Oakes CPA Firm
The Chew Foundation • Chili For Children • Anthony Colangelo • Community Bank of Mississippi • Entergy Charitable Foundation
The Fountain Family Foundation • Grantham Poole • Henry and Martha Hederman Charitable Foundation
Hines Investments, Inc. • Helen and John C. Lewis • Laurie H. McRee • Microsoft • Holley and Don Noblitt • Cathy and Charles Porter
Regions • Ross & Yerger Insurance, Inc. • St. Dominic-Jackson Memorial Hospital • Sunray Tanning LLC
United Way of West Central Mississippi • Van Devender Family Foundation • Christie and George Walker
Wellington Family Foundation • William H. Ellsworth Foundation

“Canopy has a long-standing history of providing vital solutions for the most vulnerable children in our community. We recognize the critical need to continue their mission and we are pleased that our gift will help make a difference through expanded programs and innovative treatment options for more families in Mississippi.” - Dolph Baker, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Cal-Maine Foods, Inc.
“We’re inspired and moved by the services Canopy provides families in our communities, and we hope BankFirst’s donation will help expand these services to even more families in need.” - Moak Griffin, BankFirst President and CEO
Pro2Serve
Tina P. Robertson
Gina Rollings
Sam E. and Burnice C. Wittel Foundation
Lori and Randy Sanders
Michael Schmidt
Charlotte and Calvin Seals
Jane Seu
Angela K. Sides
Elizabeth Smith
Southern Christian Services for Children and Youth
Spectrum Sip Nutrition
Judy and Jack Spradling
Nancy and Ben H. Stone
Andy and Karen Taggart
Sue Ellen and Granville Tate
Rachel and Robert Thompson
Martha and Robert Toombs
United Way of Metropolitan Nashville
Kaitlyn Vassar
W. A. Taylor Foundation
Deery and Harry M. Walker
Gloria Walker
Youth Villages

Partners in Compassion
($500 - $999)
Arin C. Atkins
Leigh and Lynn Allen
莺ena Anderson
Kimberly C. Ashworth
Blake Badalato
Mary Lynn and Freddie Bagley
Allison Barb
Michael Barr
Alon W. Bee
Bianchard Group, LLC
Jennifer Boydston
Melanie and Jamrey Burrow
Pamela and Bennie BUTS
The Capital Group Companies Charitable Foundation
Lee Carney
Barbara and Jason A. Craft
Anne and Robert A. Cunningham
Scott Dawkins
Eddie Delgado
Jane Marie and Dave Dennis
Charles M. Dick
Dickerson Petroleum, Inc.
Doran E. Turner, PLLC
Anne and Michael Dutiske
Early Childhood Academy
Elizabeth and Bowen Eason
Faith Haven, Inc.
Kay and Fred Farrell
Vivian Farris
Allison and Haley R. Fisackerly
Cynthia Fulkerson
Holly and Jim W. Gage
Gretchen L. Gentry, Attorney at Law PLLC
Grogan & Crews, Inc.
Sonia and Kevin Hanks
Monica and Ray Harrigill
Sally Hederman
Melinda and Steven Hendrix
Katie Hoggatt
Jennifer Holland
Jennifer and Greg Hopping
Vicki and Warren Husband
Barbara and Richard Imboden
Infinite Exposure 3 LLC
Whitney Jackson
James E. Fowler Family Foundation
Bettie R. Johnson
Thomas Joyner
Keesler Spouses’ Club
Lily Kim
Holly and Alan Lange
Michelle and Kevin Lewis
Ramona and James Lockett
Hana and John Lucas
Gil G. Martin
May & Company LLP
Sharon and Mark J. McCrery
Liz and Kerk Mehre
Tammy Miller
Joyce and Oscar Miskelly
Kathleen and Thomas Mitchell
Pete J. Montalbano
Jim Moore
Morgan & Morgan, PLLC
Northwest Mississippi Community College
The Northeast Sun
John K. Patrick
Phoebe and Robert Pearigen
Penn National Gaming, Inc.
Gayle and James E. Poole
Presbyterian Women - First Presbyterian Church
Rankin County Youth Court
Cathy and William Richardson
Cathy and Steve Roberts
Betty and James R. Roy
Jia and Tyrone Scott
Karen Simmons
Bethany and Lucien Smith
Snapshot Publishing
Suzanne and Ken Sones
Southeastern Timber Products

Partners in Change
($250 - $499)
Ann M. Adams
AJFC - Community Action Agency, Inc.
Boswell Regional Center
Bath Fitter
Big River Shippers, Inc.
Boswell Regional Center
Bovina Elementary School P.T.O
Lorraine and Smith Boykin
Will Brown
JoAnn and Robert Burke
Capitol Street, LLC
Elaine and Lloyd R. Chancellor
Christ Episcopal Church
Christians in Action, Inc.

“By supporting Canopy, we hope to help with its efforts to transform the lives of many families as they face difficult times.” - Walt Pannell, BancorpSouth President- Gulfport, Mississippi Market

Canopy Children’s Solutions gratefully acknowledges all who support our mission.
Kevin Wright
William Withers
Christian Ware
Billy L. Walker
Vicksburg Housing Management and Development
VEU Psychiatry Associates, PLLC
Ravine Thomas
Candace and John Spurzem
June and Billy Sims
Laurie and Paul Sheffield
Jay Sanders
Saint Andrew’s Episcopal School
Robert Russell
Margie and Charles Ross
Region 6 Life Help
Margaret and Barney Robinson
Margie and Charles Ross
Robert Russell
Saint Andrew’s Episcopal School
Jay Sanders
Laurie and Paul Sheffield
June and Billy Sims
Deborah and James Sones
Candace and John Spurzem
Ravine Thomas
VEU Psychiatry Associates, PLLC
Vicksburg Association of Marketing Professionals
Vicksburg Housing Management and Development
Billy L. Walker
Christian Ware
William Withers
Kevin Wright

Partners in Care
($1 - $249)
601 Sports
ABATE of Mississippi Vicksburg Chapter
Janice and Eliard Adams
Steven E. Agrey
Camille Agu
Elizabeth Ainsworth
Christy Ainsworth
Alcorn State University Grace Christian Counseling Center
Sonya Alexander
Alliein Bible Class
Josie Allen
American Supply Company, Inc.
Gwen and James Anderson
Dorothy Andrus
Sonny Angle
Lindsay Apostolopoulos
Lillian Appleton
Michelle M. Arnett
Ashton Ates
Atwood Chevrolet
B & C Development Inc.
Lynda and Eric L. Balfour
Tina Ballard
Kenzeni Bankhead
Karla Banks
Mary Banks-Young
Duane Barb
Laura Katherine Barker
Susan Barr
Kathy Barrett
Linda and Gene Barrett
Joan Barrow
Todor Batchvarov
Greg Bateman
Michael Batt
Wendy and John B. Beard
Conrad Bell
Sharon Bell
Mark Beran
Nathan Bergeron
Joseph Bergin
Ginger and Ernest S. Berney
BG3 Delta LLC
Genny and Michael Bigbie
Biloxi Public School District
Susanne and H. J. Blalock
Tammy and Joseph S. Blanchard
Sara and David Bless
Leslie and Joel K. Bobo
Janie Boersma
Faye and Gary Bokros
Andra and Dante Bonelli
Jasonique Boyd
Brenda and James P. Brantley
Sandy and Billy Bratcher
BRAVO! Italian Restaurant & Bar
Rob Bridges
Shannon Britt
Broad Street Baking Company
Tami and Carl Brooks
Sara Brooks
Quincy Brooks
Debbie and Todd Brooks
Diane and Craig Brown
DaMoise Brown
David M. Brown
Kevin Brown
Katie and Shawn Browning
Latonya Burgin
Robert T. Burke
Helen and Bobby Burks
Sara Busby
Angela and Paul E. Byers
Rhiael and James Caldwell
Karen and Michael Calnan
Lane Campbell
Laura Cannon
Víctor Carmody
Pepper and Alan Carter
Angela and Richard Carter
Mackenzie C. Carter
Derrick Causey
Joanne Cerciello
Yvonne Chaplin
Susannah and Christopher M. Chemey
Kathy Chism
Yusuf Cianaki
City of Vicksburg
Nicole Claiborne
Jana Clark
Clifton & Hope Porter Farms Partnership
Coastal Family Health Center
David Cobianchi
Coca-Cola Bottling Company United, Inc.
Coldwell Banker All Stars, LLC
Mackenzie Coleman
Columbus Municipal School District
Community Counseling Services
Tara Conroy
Christian Cook
Rhcael D. and Dave Cook
Felisia Cooper
Beverly C. Cotton
Margaret Cotton
Artie Crawford
Betsy and Wade Creekmore
Sidney and Holt Crews
George R. Crist
Shannon Crockier
Jason Cronn
Diane C. Curt
Chatambara Curry
Jan H. Daigre
Sallie Dalton
Charlie Darden
Winnie Darrell
Amanda and J. F. Davis
Mary Ann Davis
Robin Davis
Pat and Charles Decker
Javier DeRassette
Alice and W. G. Derrick
Divine Donuts, Inc.
Mollie Douglass
Clare and Steven Dowse
Steve Downs
Elizabeth and Robert J. Duda
Suzette and Troy J. Duhe
Donna and Brad Dye
E and S Ranch
Le’Verne Edney
Michelle Edwards
Raghuram Ellis
Verónica Elmore
Muna Eltom
Traci S. Epps
Kyla and Perry Erickson
Barbara and Michael Erickson
Meladie Espiritu
Maria Etheridge
Carol and George Q. Evans
Kristin Fair
Monquavis Fair
Families as Allies
Keith Farley
Mari and Sam Farrington
Anthony Fasano
Sonya D. Felts
Ellen Ferrell
Rebecca Fitts
Joni Fletcher
Sally and John C. Fletcher
Foam Packaging Inc.
Jackie Fokeladah
Daniel M. Fontenot
Victoria and Bruce Forehee
Anonymous
Pam and Randy Foster
Frances Hathorn Circle

CANOPY CHILDREN’S SOLUTIONS GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES ALL WHO SUPPORT OUR MISSION.
For more than 100 years, Canopy Children’s Solutions has answered the call to protect Mississippi’s most vulnerable children. Southern Farm Bureau Casualty Insurance Company wanted to do our part to help transform the lives of these children in our state so that they can grow and reach their fullest potential. By transforming the lives of our future generations, they are also actively transforming the state of Mississippi as well.”

- Duff Wallace, CEO, Southern Farm Bureau Casualty Insurance Company
Mississippi Department of Education
Mississippi State Hospital
Mississippi Supreme Court
Mary Sue and Don Mitchell
Anita C. Moak
Janet and James N. Moffat
Bobbie Mooney
Haykee Morgan
Sybil Moss
Moss Point School District
Mt. Holum Missionary Baptist Church
Dawn Mucha-Johnson
Sylvia D. Necaise
Kim Nelson
Sandra and F. K. Nelson
Network For Good
BreAnna Newborne
Whitney Newman
Kenneth E. Newsome
Kashay Newton
Nilo Norton
Oasis Pools and Spas Inc.
Meghan Obrien
The Optimist Club of Vicksburg
Requel Pace
Mary L. Parker
Hemant Pathak
Marc Pearl
James A. Peden
Pelahatchie/Guide United Methodist Women
James L. Penley
Edith L. Perry
Janet Perry
Ann and Wiley R. Philley
Lauren Phillips
Melissa and Andy Phillips
Heather Pospichal
Presbyterian Christian School, INC
Katherine and William Price
Maddie Price
James M. Priest
Judy Proffer
Rankin/Madison District Attorney’s Office
Rebecca and Christopher Reed
Daniel Renfroe
Donnieale N. Rosenkranz
Amanda M. Ruffin
Sal and Mookies, LLC
Sally Kate Winters Family Services
Melanie and Justin Schade
Reed Schaub
Melanie Schwartz
Gloria and Alan A. Senter
Stephen Shafer
Mary and Chris Shawley
Sally Sheffield
Bud Sheppard
Brenda and James F. Shiers
Scott Shreyer
Janean and Frederick Shirley
Sylvia Shoemaker
Arjuna Shurn
Zena Sidhu
LebronSimmon
Gary Simmons
Kimberly Smith
Mary Elizabeth and J. G. Smith
Sheila and J.S. Smith
Shelby Smith
Tonja Smith
Smith Boat Leasing LLC
Amanda Snell
Social Work PRN
Katie Somadelis
Marcie T. Southerland
Southwest Mississippi Mental Health Complex
St. Dominic’s Cancer Center
Stephanie Stanfield
Tequila Stanton
Karen Stewart
Amy Stovall
Shrilling Equipment, LLC
Hilah Stubbs
Van Stubbs
Elizabeth Sullivan
Richard Sumrall
Carrie and Daniel B. Supko
Victoria Sutch
Shirley and Frank Sweeney
Tammy Tapp
Teller, Hassell & Hopson, LLP
Cassie Thomas
Dow Thomas
Monica Thomas-Hurst
Brigit Thompson
Victoria P. Tinsley
Sara and Brad Tisdale
Theresa and Jeffrey M. Tokar
Nytalia A. Tornes
Travis T. Vance, Jr. Attorney at Law
Ellen and Marcus B. Treadway
William Triplett
Jennifer Tripoli
Lisa M. Trunell
Carolyn F. Tureaud
Sidnette and Edward W. Turnage
Jeffery Turner
Patricia and Richard C. Turner
Theresa A. Turner
Sheila Tyson
United Health Care
United Health Group
United Way of the Capital Area, Inc.
Varnar, Parker & Sessions
Vicksburg Women’s Care, Inc.
Laura and Grant Walker
Amber Warner
Angie Warner
Johnny Warnock
Thomasina Warren
Warren-Yazoo Behavioral Health
Lori and Michael Wartes
Waterview Casino & Hotel
Crystal P. Watson
Shawn T. Watson
Thomas Watson
Marc Waybright
Olivia Webb
Susan Weiland
Vernon Weisenburg
Paul B. Welch
Sky Weston
Ivyry Wheaton
Joy Wheeler
Donna and Charles L. Whitfield
Ashley N. Wicks
Mary J. Wilkinson
Christy Williams
Kendra Williams
Jodie and Chris Williams
Magan Williams
M’Iee and Kelley Williams
Daniel C. Wilson
Patricia and Kenny Windham
Winston Therapy Services
Pam and Roger Wirtz
Holly Wooden
Jeffrey Worley
Sabriniee A. Wright
Sherrabeth Wright
Kerry Yancy
Robin Young

“Our support of Canopy and their solutions to provide resources and tools for success to the future generations of Mississippians is a way to try to make our home a better place.” - Billy Roberts, President and CEO, AmFed
This list reflects gifts made between January 1, and December 31, 2019. Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy.
2019 Volunteers

Warren County Children’s Shelter Advisory Board
Sue Bagby Williams Banks Lane Campbell Anne Cole Craig Dancyzk John Ferguson Alvin Foster Frank Gardner Skipper Guiteriz Rachel Hardy Bud Hustead Annie Jackson Gil Martin Michael Mayfield Milton Moore Kim Nailor Martin Pace Donald Roesch Ricky Smith Patrick Smith Leroy Thomas

Butterfly Ball Host Committee:
Butterfly Ball Host
Leroy Thomas
Patrick Smith
Ricky Smith
Donald Roesch
Martin Pace
Kim Nailor
Leroy Thomas

Butterfly Ball Steering Committee
Ivy Bush
Deven Caldwell
Elizabeth Camacho
Succy Cardona
Deisy Carrera
Micah Carroll
Chic Time
Zaniyah Clayborne
Tasha Coleman-Brown
Ava Grace Coley
Kiara Collier
Marcia Collins
Community Construction, Inc.
Gretchen Cook
Alexandria Davis
Delta Technical College
Jessica Dixon
James Douglas
Sylena Douglas
Amber Draughn
Kelli Dry

2019 Individuals & Organizations
Youssef Abu-Salah
Blanche Adams
Denyce Adams
Natalie Adams
Courtney Alexander
Teyah Allen
Zacquinquane Andrews
Ashon Ates
Ireland Austin
Heather Avery
Claire Azordegan
Marcus Banks
Belhaven University (Social Work Program)
Maegan Bickmann
Richelle Bien
Jaydn Bledsoe
Sarah Boone
Lisa Borries
Heather Box
Debby Boyd
Keysha Bradley
Connor Bradshaw
Rachel Bravenec
Anna F. Breeland
Michelle Brockington
Jansen Burnside
Ivy Bush
Butterfly Ball Steering Committee
Jennifer Byrd
Devin Caldwell
Elizabeth Camacho
Succy Cardona
Deisy Carrera
Micah Carroll
Chic Time
Zaniyah Clayborne
Tasha Coleman-Brown
Ava Grace Coley
Kiara Collier
Marcia Collins
Community Construction, Inc.
Gretchen Cook
Alexandria Davis
Delta Technical College
Jessica Dixon
James Douglas
Sylena Douglas
Amber Draughn
Kelli Dry
Nola Dunaway
Tsheyana Dupree
Kathryn Edwards
Deborah Elam
Ergon
Garner Fincher
First Presbyterian Church of Jackson
Ashley Fisher
Dra Fortenberry
Aaron Frazier
Alexa Frazier
Arna Frazier
Anna Fryar
Karrington Gainwell
Tannymie Gaither
Caleb Gay
Kimberly Gerald
Alisha Graham
Haley Gregory
Jared Gross
Preety Gurung
Carly Hagwood
Shannon Hale
Alexis Hales
Hannah Halford
Jazlyn Hall
Jillian Hall
Allie Hannah
Danielle Hannah
April Harris
Bianca Harris
Kameron P. Harris
Vicki Hatch
Beth Hawkins
Lessie Hayes
Lauren Hill
Hinds County Sheriff’s Office
Audrey Hirschfield
Sunny Holliday
Grace Ann Holmes
Tina Hooker
House of Panache
Lindsey Hoye
Marcella Jackson
Jackson Fire Department
Jackson Medical Mall Foundation
Jackson Police Department
Star James
Amena Jamila
Ashon Javorsky
Chelsea Jeffrey
Anne Marie Johnson
Megan Jones
Rodney Jones
Junior League of Jackson
Kelliee Christian Florist Event Design
Kate Kellum
Dache Kight
AJ King
Briasha King
Kim King
Mike King
KLLM Transporational Services
Christian Koerber
April Lahayoua
Elecia Lanigue
Mikenzi Laster
Justin LeBlanc
Lindsey Lynch
Laken Madison
Kacey Manning
Elia Maulding
Marc McAllister
Alicia McCalup
Millsaps College
Millsaps Women’s Basketball Team
Miss Mississippi High School
America
Mississippi Construction Education Foundation
Mississippi National Guard
Mississippi Therapy Canines
Braden Montgomery
Christina Moore
Gabby Moore
Asia Morgan
Morrison Heights Church
Christina Moseley
Joy Nail
Maegan Nail
Alyssa Navarre
Erin Neely
Alahna Norton
Geoff Norton
Francise Nosser
Otis Wright, Jr.
Brooke Owen
Pafford EMS
Diana Pappa
Parents & Kids Magazine
Cyler Parker
Olivia Paten
Ashlynn Payne
Sereena Payne
Sandi Peterson
Ariel Phillips
Morgan Phillips
Wendy Polk
Moya Prince
Puckett Serves
Ann Purcell
Rand Roju
Eric Rand
Erica Reed
Alecia Reed-Owens
Shevariti Retnam
Katlyn Richardson
Kiersten Roberts
Mandy Robertson
Roller Hockey Ministry
Rotary Club of Jackson
Lakeita Rox-Love
The Salvation Army
Lashayda Sandifer
Breana Sease
Penzi Seawright
Ewena Seneque
Lyn Stevenson
Shannahah Electrical Services
Kristen Sharp
Dwayne Singleton
Brileigh Sistrunk
Brooklyn Sistrunk
Snack Zone
Southern Farm Bureau Life Insurance Co.
Southern Smiles Pediatric Dentistry, PLLC
Tanna Stone
Candace Strong
Patrick Surrell
Theo Sutton
Jackson Tackett
Camille Taylor
Anna Thigpen
Amelia Thomas
Twanda Thomas
Art Thompson
Erika Thompson
Lana J. Thompson
Robby Toombs
Macey Tredex
Darnell Troth
Alex Tullos
Mallory Tullos
Stephanie Tullos
Tori Tullos
Percy Walker
Walkers Innovation
Wyatt Westmoreland
Brooke Wheeler
Savannah Wilkinson
Sarah Williams
Taylor Willis
Anna Wilson
Laya Wyatt
Kayla Young
Keely Young
Liz Young
Whitney Young
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New Solution Focuses on Strengthening Families

Canopy Children’s Solutions’ LINK connects families with state, local and federal community resources for when they are in crisis situations.

“LINK is designed to help families navigate federal, state and local resources for times when they may have struggles with food stability, job losses or other situations that put increased stress on families,” says Traci Epps, LINK supervisor for the Jackson area. “We will give families the support they need to get them through hard times.”

Key features of the program include:

- Helping families navigate through community resources
- Enhancing parenting skills using Active Parenting
- Increasing assistance in accessing formal and informal supports
- Educating and linking families to mental health and substance abuse services
- Educating parents on self-care and self-control
- Providing teen pregnancy prevention and substance abuse training

“Canopy’s LINK program provides families with resources, support, education and the proper training needed to successfully care for their family in the home,” said Yolanda Wooten, statewide coordinator for LINK. “Our network of Family Navigators and Child & Family Advocates connects families to resources that meet their family’s needs including services that enhance parenting skills and family preservation, while also educating individuals on resources for mental health, substance abuse services and teen pregnancy. Our goal is to coach parents on self-care and self-control to promote and enable stronger families.”

LINK is a free resource provided to any family in need. It is provided by a grant through the Mississippi Department of Human Services. The program will include services in Meridian, as well as Greenville, Gulfport, Hattiesburg, Jackson and Olive Branch. For assistance, individuals can contact a Canopy Children’s Solutions Care Coordinator at 800.388.6247.
Rooted in Mission during the 2020 Pandemic

For many organizations in Mississippi, the COVID-19 crisis had a crippling effect, with much uncertainty and barriers of how they could continue their mission and protect both their employees and those they serve. Thanks to funds generously donated in support of Canopy through the Children’s Promise Act, Canopy Children’s Solutions was uniquely positioned to deliver services through a mobile platform. In fact, within two weeks of Mississippi entering a near complete shutdown, Canopy was still actively serving 90% of its client population through telehealth solutions. Canopy worked quickly and precisely to network with insurance companies, referral sources and state agencies to create viable procedures so that children and families across the state would not have a break in care.

Canopy was able to continue our mission with exceptional outcomes throughout a time of crisis and uncertainty.

Despite the pandemic, many of our autism families through the assistance and support of our autism solutions team, have seen amazing progress in their children, including successful potty training and first spoken words. A child read to his mom a full-length book during a telehealth session who just two years ago had no spoken words.

Therapeutic Foster Care has placed seven children, including one medically-fragile child, into the homes of loving Therapeutic Resource Families. This is a reflection of the needs that continued even during a pandemic.

Canopy’s CARES Center was able to remain at full capacity to serve some of our state’s most challenging, yet precious, children. Staff quickly adopted new health and safety measures to ensure clients’ needs were met and were provided appropriate care throughout the shelter-in-place orders.

Teachers from the CARES School Hattiesburg found unique ways to engage their Day School students through distance learning including personalized videos. Many of our CARES School Jackson teachers continued to serve students from the CARES Center through in-person studies while also balancing the educational needs of Day School students learning from home.

Canopy launched a new solution, LINK, funded through a grant by the Mississippi Department of Human Services. The LINK team was approaching the program launch date when the pandemic hit Mississippi, allowing the team to jump into action across the state and serve families impacted by job loss, housing instability, food insecurity and more.

Canopy’s Warren County Children’s Shelter was at nearly full capacity during the pandemic including children rescued from severe abuse situations as well as homeless youth.

Canopy provided families with digital resources including self-care videos, updates on school lunch locations, and health and wellness information on our website and social media.

These are just a few of our success stories, what we call Mission Moments, which are common even outside of a global health crisis. Canopy is proud of our Heroes who committed themselves under extraordinary circumstances to continue to serve Mississippi’s most vulnerable children and furthering our mission to help children thrive.